The contest on the translation of Borys Grinchenko`s works: “Inspired by Borys Grinchenko`s art”.
On December 7th, 2015 was sizing up of the best translation contest “Inspired by Borys Grinchenko`s art”.

The aim of the measure was to honor the memory and popularize the ideas of Boris Grinchenko in the educational space. The contest gave the students an opportunity to develop writing skills and demonstrate translation abilities.

The students from different courses and specialties of Pedagogical Institute and Institute of Art (“Primary Education”, “Pre-school Education”, “Design”, “Choreography”, “Fine Art”) took part in the contest.

The language of translation was English. Providing the on-line secret vote the following winners were determined:

**Poetry:**

1 place – **Fedoseeva Inna** “I`m in love with a gloomy clouds” Dob-2-13-4Od.;

2 place – **Fedoseeva Inna** “For mother”, “Gloom pictures” Dob-2-13-4Od.; Fedonenko Valeriia “Stars” Dob -3-15-4Od. ;

3 place – **Kravchuk Veronika** “The rose” POb-2-13-4Od.

**Prose:**

1 place – **Zimbinskyi Stanislav** “The 9th of January” DOb-1-14-4Od.;

2 place – **Romanenko Daryna** “The Bell” Pob-1-14-4Od.;

3 place – **Karpenko Kateryna** “Panko” Dsb-1-15-4Od.

The event was conducted by the Foreign Languages and Methodology Department (moderators: Olga Kotenko, head of foreign languages & methodology department, PhD (candidate of science) in Pedagogy, Associate Professor; Nataliia Lavrynenko, Iryna Pluzhnyk).